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WEIGHTING TIME

Peter Huggins's second book of poems, Blue Angels, clearly demonstrates this poet's ability to bring to the foreground those mysterious forces one senses emanating from the ordinary world. Though long the province of poets and priests, the desire of this book seems to be to locate, name, and, sometimes, even praise the unseen world of spirit, ghost, and dream. This is no small task for a contemporary poet. For his poems are written in a time when the mystical in our culture often appears to us as a cross between The Poseidon Adventure -- The Movie and Survivor Island. Hercules is a cartoon character. Ghosts have Ph.D's in psychology. Dreams are the stuff of E.T.'s anxiety of influence. It seems that we want our spirits friendly and/or tamable; our ghosts,...
reviewed, jazzy, Chicago-set show that starred a woman with heavy-lidded eyes, a throaty voice, and an uncanny worldliness—and she spoke lines in English to boot. The Blue Angel is an original novel written by Paul Magrs and Jeremy Hoad and based on the long-running British science fiction television series Doctor Who. It features the Eighth Doctor, Fitz, Compassion and Iris Wildthyme. The novel has been dramatised by Dr. Piers Britton for a design class at the University of Redlands, California. The setting and some of the characters from the Obverse Universe featured in the book were re-used by Philip Purser-Hallard in his Doctor Who short story "Cabinet of